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Year 4 Week 26 – Problem Solving Investigation – Teacher Guidance 

Pearson and the Hamilton Trust are not responsible for the quality, accuracy or fitness for purpose of the materials contained in the Word files once edited.  

To revert to the original Word files, re-download them from ActiveLearn Primary. 

 

 

 

Summary:  

Use digits 1-9 once only to complete a 
calculation grid with given answers for each row 
and column. 

Skills practised: 

 Calculating using a mix of all four 
operations 

 Using mathematical reasoning to explain 
findings 

 

Conjecture: 

It is possible to use each digit once only to successfully complete the puzzle.  

 

Group size:  

Children work individually or in pairs. 

Resources needed: 

 

What to do: 

1. Place the digits 1 to 9 in each blank cell to make 
the calculations work. Some numbers have been 
filled in already to start you off. Calculations 
should be read from left to right or from top to 
bottom and solved in that order. 

2. Give an explanation of the process you went 
through to solve the puzzle. Include statements 
that describe your reasoning, such as: ‘I could only 
use this number and that one to fill the two boxes 
that added to 12 because…’ 

3. If you manage to do it, can you find a different way 
of finishing with the same answers? Choose to 
switch operations if you like. 

4. Is there a different way to fill the grid that will still leave each column and row with whole 
number answers? Again, choose to use different operations if you want to. 

What happens if you use the digits 0-8? Can you still complete the grid to give whole number 
answers? 

 

Aims: 

 To use combinations of operations when calculating 

 To use deduction and logical reasoning 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected: 

10 

 


